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About This Game

A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover

clues before the killer strikes again!

Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for

romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you

have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

 Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.

 Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!

 Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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 Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.

 Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.

 Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.

 Play as male, female or non-binary.

 Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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I first tinkered around with the demo and liked what it did with the character, there is a scene where you get to select equipment
and also clothing and amusingly the choice of clothing does matter, so bought the game. The narrative is a kind of detective
story in a fantasy setting and it also caters to LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice. You can import your save from this game
into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an interesting effect on the subsequent narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel
in this setting.. the ending is a little bit weak, it would serve the writer well to expand the ending of any story, since it's the most
important part aside from the beginning.

but overall this choice of game is very solid, certainly above my expectation.. I first tinkered around with the demo and liked
what it did with the character, there is a scene where you get to select equipment and also clothing and amusingly the choice of
clothing does matter, so bought the game. The narrative is a kind of detective story in a fantasy setting and it also caters to
LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice. You can import your save from this game into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an
interesting effect on the subsequent narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel in this setting.. It was awesome to read even
though it felt short. I love a mystery and I found the demo intriguing, I dont regret paying the small fee to buy the game and
complete the story.

I would say that the story isnt the longest or most elaborate, it is rather linear, but its enjoyable for people who just like the
aspect of interacting with a little story.

I would probably rate it 6/10 overall. Again, its not really an elaborate game but you might get some enjoyment from the first
playthrough as I did.. Enjoyed it plenty, good value for the price. Liked it more than any Fighting Fantasy game. Has "adult
situations", which unfortunately means I don't feel comfortable recommending it to my pre-teen daughter who'd otherwise get a
kick out of this.. Well, what can I say? Not good. Not good at all.
First of all - way too much talk, way too little comes out of it. You can ask everyone 20 different questions, nothing much
comes out of it.
It's short - took me half an hour.
It's so very stupid, in the end - and when I say that, I literally mean the end was stupid. And there was no buildup to the end. Just
talking, eating, and BOOM short fight and we're done.
The good bits - a lot of people die, though we don't really get deets (possibly for best, seeing as some of the audience might be
young. However, I hope they're not young because), also some, um... stuff... again, no details, and this time I'm happy about it
(why, then, is it in "the good bits"? Well, not ALL the audience is underage. If you're not, I'm guessing that qualifies as good).
And third, the fight scene is pretty fun, even if useless, pointless, and kinda boring when I think it through, but I didn't want the
only good things to be violence and amorous adventures.
In short - I don't recommend, because the only thing you might want to read it for in my opinion are stuff you can easily find
otherwhere FOR FREE, and you don't even get any real graphics of gore and death and blood (you pick which type).. so this
game is all text and choise brilliant! I have to say i douthed that i would like this game but it is awesome you can make your own
story with limitles ways i reccomend this game to everyone of you who is reading this buy it! it is cheaper then books and you
can make your own ending and choises! good luck guys!. I simply enjoyed the game and it made my sunday better.. Hi!
Just finished playing for the first time, and I noticed an error of continuity that's kinda... Heavy:
 I chose to kill Lamuel to appease the dryad, and yet suddenly in the epilogue, there he is, telling me his mother allowed him to
go because he had been such a good son? And I'm just... Really confused? My Stats are as follow: Combat 66%, Guile 22%,
Perception 80%, Magic 69% (with Mana at 110), Gold 8, Fully Healthy and I'm a female elf. 
Apart from that, really cool. Loved it!
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I'd bathe with Dandy again any day.. I first tinkered around with the demo and liked what it did with the character, there is a
scene where you get to select equipment and also clothing and amusingly the choice of clothing does matter, so bought the
game. The narrative is a kind of detective story in a fantasy setting and it also caters to LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice.
You can import your save from this game into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an interesting effect on the subsequent
narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel in this setting.

New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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